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Abstract

This paper describes a hybrid simulation environment,
interfaced to an adjustable autonomous software
architecture, for validation and evaluation of advanced
designs using dynamic interactive scenarios. The simulator
provides support for "real-time" evaluation of adjustable
autonomy strategies. In such evaluations, control actions
by the operator interact with hardware events, including
device failures, in the simulation and with the control
actions of the adjustable autonomy software. The paper
describes an application of the simulator for validation of
advanced control software for gas transfer between
chambers during a 90-day manned test of technology for
Lunar-Mars life support.

Introduction

Long duration exploration missions to remote and harsh
locations such as Mars present new and significant
challenges for space systems. Life support and
consumables production plants will operate continuously,
with closed-loop product recycling. Intelligent autonomous
operations and system health maintenance will be needed
to enable timely self-diagnosis and operational decision-
making. Increased autonomy will increase operating times
and efficiency, and will free crew and other human
operators for scientific activities.

Flexible intelligent systems will monitor and control self-
calibrating, self-sustaining, self-repairing components and
systems. These intelligent systems will plan and schedule
operations to maintain balances among multiple
subsystems, and will sequence operations and reactively
reconfigure to respond to day-night changes in harsh
environments. These systems will adapt to handle
problems, but they will also be easily overridden and easily
updated by remote or on-site human operators who
intervene to handle problems. These systems cannot be

completely autonomous, but humans are unlikely to
intervene more than twice a day. Thus, the goal is to
develop adjustable autonomous systems that support
human intervention at several levels, from planning to
sequencing to low level control. Adjustable autonomy
software provides user interface designs for human-
computer coordination, interaction, and authority.

Operation of an adjustable autonomous system should
require significantly less (frequent or detailed) attention
and significantly less (extended or detailed) interaction
from the operators. Another essential characteristic of such
a system is support for timely and effective operator
intervention, by managing the situation to buy time and
prepare for the intervention and by assisting the
intervening operator. Supervision can frequently be at
high level goals and plans. Intervention and coordination
can be at the level of tasks and procedures, or at a low
level of control (commands and data).

In the Adjustable Autonomy Testbed at NASA Johnson
Space Center, research and development is underway to
achieve the needed flexibility and autonomy. The testbed
is being used to integrate, validate and mature concepts
and designs for adjustable autonomous control systems and
software architectures. The testbed provides support for
defming human interactions with adjustable autonomous
systems. The testbed includes a hybrid simulation
environment, interfaced to the adjustable autonomous
software architecture for validation and evaluation of
advanced designs using dynamic interactive scenarios. The
baseline testbed has been developed and demonstrated.

In the demonstration, a simulation node interacts
dynamically with adjustable autonomy software. The
demonstration includes several scenarios in which the
human operator interacts with the autonomy software to
override the autonomous system for maintenance, repairs
and operations in degraded conditions.
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The demonstration software is the same software that was
used during the Lunar Mars Life Support Test Program
(LMLSTP) Phase III 90-day manned test, for Interchamber
Monitoring and Control (IMC) of product gas transfer
(PGT) between the crew chamber and plant growth
chamber. The basic configuration of chambers for the test
is shown in Figure 1. The IMC PGT reactive task
sequencer is the middle tier in the three-tiered (3T)
autonomous control architecture (Bonasso et al., 1997). 

is implemented in the Reactive Action Package (RAP)
robot control language (Firby, 1997). The uppermost tier
of 3T is the planner, which interfaces with the sequencer
and can alter the sequencer’s task agenda. The skill
manager layer handles traditional low level control. It is
the lowest tier of 3T and interfaces with both the sequencer
and the LMSLTP Phase III testbed hardware. The IMC
planner and skill manager software were not tested in this
work.
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Figure 1. Product Gas Transfer in the Phase III Test

The simulation is based on the one that was used for
system-level validation of the IMC PGT software. It
includes new capabilities for interactive fault injection
during simulation scenarios. The CONFIG advanced
discrete event simulation tool was used to model a
heterogeneous system of devices and tasks, for the purpose
of dynamically and interactively testing the sequencer
layer of the IMC PGT software. CONFIG was developed
to support analysis of designs for systems and their
operations (Malin, Basham, and Harris 1990; Malin and
Leifker 1991; Malin, Ryan, and Fleming 1993, 1994).
CONFIG was extended to interface with IMC, by
connecting to sequencer primitives that would be
connected via the skill manager to the Phase III testbed
hardware. During simulation-based testing and
demonstrations, the IMC software monitored and
controlled the model rather than the hardware.

The model included diverse components and systems for
processing gases in a plant growth chamber, crew chamber
and incinerator, and for transferring gases between
chambers. The model is documented in Fleming et al.
(1998a). Figure 2 shows the Product Gas Transfer system
model at one point in its operations. The arrowheads along
relations indicate the directions of active flows. The
default graphic representations are rectangles for devices
and elongated ovals for activities. States are indicated by
the text in the rectangles and ovals. Some default device
rectangles have been replaced by icons whose appearance
indicates the device mode. (For example, closed valves
have X’s through them.)

The model devices include the chambers, various gas
processors that convert oxygen to carbon dioxide or vice
versa, gas concentrators, and PGT hardware that directs
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Figure 2. Product Gas Transfer System Model

and regulates flow and pressure. The model activities
include discrete and continuous control of the hardware
that directs and regulates flow and pressure, schedules for
crops and human activities, and some manual procedures.
These activities model control by the 3T planning or skills
tiers, local controllers or human operators.

intervening human operators. In these scenarios, the
operator interacts with the adjustable autonomy software
through the user interface. In one scenario, the operator
intervened to handle a stuck CO2 flow controller. The
adjustable autonomy supported detection of the failure,
and manual reconfiguration of CO2 injection to use a
backup system while the problem with the valve was being
investigated on site.

Testing the Model and IMC-CONFIG

Interface

The interface between the CONFIG model and the IMC
software used a specification file with mappings of the
Phase III model to IMC soft:ware parameters. This
interface was updated to account for development work on
both sides of the interface. Synchronizing operations of the
simulation and the IMC sequencer was challenging. The
solution used common time update intervals applied to
rates of change in interacting continuous processes in the
simulation. These common update intervals were changed
during simulations, to speed up during periods when the
IMC sequencer would not be involved in control, and to
slow the simulation and increase precision when the IMC
sequencer would be interacting intensively with the model.
The ratio of simulated time to real simulator execution
time was generally 20:1.

Generally, the models of subsystems, devices and activities
are simplified, representing only the behavior needed to
support IMC sequencer testing.

Demonstration and Validation Test Objectives

Validation testing the Phase III IMC PGT software
investigated what can happen as effects of events cascaded
through the system model during dynamic operations and
duty cycles. The testing evaluated not only software
performance but also software requirements. Testing
focused on how the sequencer performed in normal system
operations to store and transfer gases, and how it
responded to alerts and alarms. Most operations
reconfigured the flow and storage in the product gas
transfer system. Some alarms led to control handover to a
plant chamber gas control system (a machine analogue of
an adjustable autonomy handover).

In adjustable autonomy demonstrations, scenario events
can be simulated failures or control actions taken by
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Unit testing was accomplished by constructing simple
throw-away models, often consisting only of a single
device, and running brief simulations to determine if the
device responded to inputs as required. Integration testing
of the model was performed using short-duration scenarios
that did not depend on the oversight of the IMC
sequencer. Simulations using the Phase III testbed model
were first run interactively with the IMC Software during
the unit testing of the IMC-CONFIG interface. This testing
ensured that data was flowing properly to both sides of the
interface. This was the final step in model acceptance
testing before formal IMC software testing.

Interactive Testing of IMC sequencer

Software

The model was designed so that PGT operation could be
simulated over the full duration of the Phase III test (168
days, including days before and after the crew entered the
chamber) without any manual interaction with the model.
To make this possible, some tasks performed by personnel
at the Phase Ill testbed site were simulated. The model
was equipped with mechanisms to induce various kinds of
simulated hardware failures to test the behavior of the
sequencer under off-nominal conditions specified in the
requirements.

Interactive simulation testing primarily involved running
the simulation and IMC PGT software without intervention
in a nominal schedule until either the model or the IMC
software appeared not to be operating according to the
requirements. The state of the model was saved
periodically to file. If a problem was encountered, the
simulation could be restarted from a saved model state.
Testing and problem resolution proceeded iteratively.
After each problem was encountered and resolved, the
simulation test was resumed at a point in simulated time
prior to the point when the problem was encountered. The
simulation was permitted to run as far as possible until
another problem was encountered.

When an off-nominal system state occurred, the simulation
was halted and the problem was investigated. If the error
could be traced to a deficiency in the model, the model
was revised. If the error was suspected to be a problem
with the IMC sequencer, the IMC software developer was
informed of the problem. When the software developer
concurred, a corrected version of the affected sequencer
file would be installed on the simulation test platform. If
the software developer did not concur, information was
provided about requirements or hardware that led to a
revised model that more adequately reflected the behavior
of the actual hardware system and procedures.

During interactive simulation testing, IMC sequencer
performance was evaluated for each requirement. The IMC
sequencer performed acceptably for nominal operations
and coped well with a number of different failures in the
modeled system. Those sequencer errors that were detected
were quickly fixed by the IMC software developer,
indicating that the software design was essentially sound.
The simulation-based testing and its results are
documented in Fleming et al. (1998b) and Malin et al.
(1998).

Phase III requirements and design changed often in the
weeks prior to the Phase III Test, and this was the source
of many of the testing issues. Frequent change was
probably unavoidable given the exploratory nature of the
LMLSTP Phase III Test. A number of the model
deficiencies were due to mismatches between the
requirements and design information used for constructing
the model and changes in requirements and design that had
not been communicated to the modeling team. The model
was changed incrementally as these discrepancies were
discovered and quickly fixed.

Issues Raised During Simulation Testing

This section discusses selected issues that developed
during the testing of the IMC software with the LMLSTP
Phase III Testbed Model. The issues discussed here include
software errors that required IMC software changes, and
issues relevant to requirements planning for future
generations of life support systems for space habitats. The
IMC software developer corrected all of the identified
software problems.

Two issues involved problems that were caused by simple
software bugs. Such bugs can ordinarily be found during
software development. In one case, the bug caused the
IMC software to fail to shut off CO2 continuous flow
when needed. In the other case, the bug caused a transfer
pump to shut off immediately after turning on.

Another issue occurred in the context of a complex
interaction including elements of the crew chamber and the
plant growth chamber. It is not likely that this type of
software error would have been found during conventional
software testing because it involved interactions of
multiple devices and controllers in the system that were
difficult to emulate in conventional software testing.

During simulation tests, when the CO2 accumulator tank
in the crew chamber was depleted, the IMC software
normally switched to the facility CO2 supply. However,
when the plant chamber CO2 level was below the alert-low
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level (1000 ppm) and the CO2 accumulator was also at its
alert-low limit (12 psi), the IMC software failed to switch
to the facility CO2 supply. The software disabled
continuous flow into the plant chamber and handed over
control to the local CO2 controller in the plant chamber,
without preparing adequately for the new controller. The
local controller then attempted to use a backup pulse
injection system to raise the CO2 level in the plant
chamber. Because the IMC so,ware had failed to switch
the CO2 source from the accumulator to the facility
supply, the backup system attempted to draw CO2 from
the depleted accumulator. The CO2 level in the plant
chamber continued to drop even with the backup system
on.

Some problems and issues raised in the course of
simulation testing could be characterized as problems with
the requirements and design. These related to control
policies that delayed opening the system by venting or
taking gases from facility sources, and which usually
involved manual intervention. For the design of autonomy
for future self-contained habitats, it will be necessary to
develop requirements for autonomously controlling
according to policies for coping with excesses and deficits
of recycled gases and liquids.

Extending Validation to Adjustable

Autonomy

Validation and evaluation of adjustable autonomous
systems will need to cover several types of interaction and
coordination, which are listed here in rough order of
difficulty.
¯ Supervisory Monitoring and Orientation

¯ Operator awareness of system, and automation
states, status, capabilities, plans and target states
and events

¯ System awareness of operator states, status,
capabilities, plans

¯ Coordinated task performance
¯ Predef’med tasks and methods
¯ Predefined operator-supplied data and manual

actions
¯ New or unfamiliar tasks

¯ Routine maintenance and pre-defined fault management
of system

¯ Predef’med tasks and methods
¯ Predef’med operator-supplied data and manual

actions
¯ Non-routine maintenance and fault management of

system state, capabilities and setpoints/targets
¯ Reuse of predefined plans, tasks, methods,

controls, data

¯ New plans, tasks, methods, controls
¯ New operator-supplied data and manual actions

¯ Non-routine maintenance and management of autonomy
software problems with controls, capabilities and
plans/targets

¯ Modification of autonomy software state or
methods

Nonroutine situations can lead to operator or agent
modification of the software, to handle new classes of
problems. There will be a need for validation of new
methods and software during operations.

Scenarios for design evaluation and validation for
adjustable autonomy software should address the following
types of problems and risks:
¯ Execution of old or new tasks or methods in novel

situations (operator or automation)
¯ Failures and reconfigurations

¯ Interaction of operator procedures and autonomy
procedures

¯ Human-automation handover problems
¯ Autonomous agent creates situation not

anticipated by operator
¯ Operator creates situation not anticipated by

autonomous agent
¯ Failures to act when expected
¯ Failures to communicate coordinating information and

feedback at various levels
¯ Errors in procedures, commands or actions
¯ Errors in software maintenance or customization

Adjustable autonomous software will be required to be
robust to these risks. For example, predictive command
checking may be used to validate proposed actions by the
operator or the software just before they are taken.

Sottware validation for adjustable autonomy will include
investigation of what can happen as effects of operator
commands cascade through the system during
interventions or coordinated task performance. In such
scenarios, the system state will include the types of failures
that would lead to such interventions.

Conclusion

For future programs, simulation-based validation testing
will include more complete coverage of off-nominal
scenarios. The strength of this type of simulation-based
validation is in production of cascaded effects of events in
a complex system, to produce novel operational scenarios
that a discrete sequencer must handle. In a system as
complex as the Phase III testbed, even a seemingly
innocuous deviation from normal operating conditions
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may have more serious consequences than expected. This
same type of simulation should also be used to support
analysis of operational scenarios to support requirements
development. It is better to get the requirements right for
complex operational scenarios before the software is
developed.

While not an adjustable autonomy scenario, the failed
handover between the IMC software and the controller of
the CO2 injection system provides an example of the kinds
of handover risks that are possible in adjustable autonomy.
The controller of the CO2 injection system did not have
control over or visibility into a remote element of the
necessary configuration of flows in the system. How
responsible are the developers of automation software for
anticipating this type of problem in handovers? As
autonomous systems become capable of handling more
problems, that remaining problems will be more serious
and novel. How will the design for intervention in these
situations be made robust to risks?

In the recent testhed demonstration, the simulator provided
support for "real-time" evaluation of adjustable autonomy
strategies. In such evaluations, control actions by the
operator interact with hardware events, including device
failures, in the simulation and with the control actions of
the adjustable autonomy software. This three-way
interaction is needed for validation and evaluation of
adjustable autonomy designs. An interface between
CONFIG and the 3T skill manager has been recently
developed, so that validation and evaluation of adjustable
autonomy designs can include intervention at the skill level
in the autonomy architecture.
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